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Abstract
The health care system uses patient family medical history in many settings, and this
practice is widely believed to improve the efficiency of health care allocation. This pa-
per provides a counterpoint by documenting that reliance on hereditary information can
amplify the misallocation of low-value care. We study Attention Deficit Hyperactiv-
ity Disorder, and show that reliance on family medical history generates a “snowball
effect”—the propagation of an original marginal diagnosis to a patient’s relatives. This
snowball effect raises the private and social costs of low-value care.
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1 Introduction

For hereditary diseases, an individual’s diagnosis contains information about the risk of the

condition for their family members. Thus, the health care system often relies on family

medical history in the allocation of screenings and in diagnostic processes. For example, if a

woman is found to carry particular mutations of a breast cancer gene (BRCA), then her close

female family members are typically referred to genetic screening for BRCA.1 The benefits of

such “hereditary tagging” are clear: Screening the relatives of previously diagnosed patients

allows the health care system to target scarce screening resources toward ex ante high-risk

individuals, which reduces the social cost of identifying patients who need medical treatment

in the population.2

At the same time, an emerging literature examines the value of marginal diagnoses for

patient health and well-being (Alalouf et al., 2019; Bos et al., 2020; Cuddy and Currie, 2020),

while a closely related literature argues that a variety of conditions are frequently misdiag-

nosed (see, e.g., Mullainathan and Obermeyer, 2017; Obermeyer et al., 2019).3 In this paper,

we document that the use of family medical history can perpetuate marginal diagnoses across

family members, thereby raising caseloads and health care costs. The existence of this “snow-

ball effect” suggests that the potential benefit or cost of a single marginal diagnosis is much

larger than it would be if it were limited to only the originally diagnosed patient. In particular,

if a marginal diagnosis has low or even negative value for patient health (as documented in

several cases in prior work), then the presence of marginal diagnosis spillovers amplifies this

cost.

We study this issue in the context of Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD),

the most commonly diagnosed mental health condition among children, affecting nearly ten
1See https://www.cdc.gov/genomics/disease/breast_ovarian_cancer/testing.htm for more details

about BRCA gene testing.
2For example, Evans et al. (2019) find that screening women whose mothers or sisters have been diagnosed

with breast cancer increases the likelihood of early detection of cancer and improves survival rates.
3Mullainathan and Obermeyer (2017) and Obermeyer et al. (2019) highlight the role of machine learning

algorithms in propagating misdiagnoses, biases, and the mis-allocation of health care treatment. Additionally,
there exist studies on over-diagnoses of breast cancer (Brewer et al., 2007; Bond et al., 2013; Ong and Mandl,
2015; Einav et al., 2020) and pneumonia (Chan et al., 2019). One interpretation of low-value “marginal”
diagnoses is that they are erroneous. Another interpretation is that the scientifically agreed-upon threshold
for diagnosing a condition is “too low”; that is, even if a particular marginal diagnosis is not erroneous per se,
“the cure” that comes with a diagnosis is, from the patient’s perspective, no better than “the disease.”
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percent of children in the United States (Danielson et al., 2018) and seven percent of children

worldwide (Thomas et al., 2015). ADHD is characterized by a range of symptoms, including

having trouble paying attention, staying organized, and remembering details. While the full

set of causes is unknown, the etiology of ADHD has a strong genetic component (Levy et al.,

1997; Thapar and Cooper, 2016; Miller et al., 2019).4

Our empirical design exploits a well-documented fact about ADHD: Children who are

younger for their grade level are on the margin more likely to be diagnosed and treated than

their older classmates.5 This diagnosis gap is typically interpreted as reflecting differences in

maturity between children who are almost one year apart in age—children who are youngest

in the classroom naturally have more difficulties paying attention and sitting still than their

older classmates. If one does not account for differences in children’s relative age for grade,

then one may misinterpret these differences in maturity as differences in ADHD prevalence.6

We use population-level Swedish administrative data on children born between July 1, 1985

and June 30, 1996, and start by confirming this previously documented phenomenon in our

data and sample with a regression discontinuity (RD) design. We find that children who are

born just before the Swedish school entry cutoff of January 1st are 18.6 percent more likely to

be diagnosed with ADHD and 17.1 percent more likely to be treated with ADHD medication

than their counterparts born just after the cutoff.

Since a child’s relative age for grade can influence the outcomes of other family members

in the same household through various channels (Landersø et al., 2019; Karbownik and Özek,

2019), we use non-nuclear family members to study spillovers of relative-age-induced marginal

ADHD diagnoses. Specifically, we focus on first cousins, and show that younger cousins of

children born just before the school entry cutoff are 10.0 and 6.5 percent more likely to be

diagnosed with ADHD and treated with ADHD drugs, respectively, than the younger cousins

of children born shortly after the cutoff. Importantly, these discontinuities exist conditional
4Also see, e.g., Faraone et al. (1992); Barkley (2006); Tarver et al. (2014).
5See, for example: Elder, 2010; Evans et al., 2010; Dalsgaard et al., 2012; Morrow et al., 2012; Zoëga et

al., 2012; Halldner et al., 2014; Krabbe et al., 2014; Pottegård et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2016; Schwandt and
Wuppermann, 2016; Layton et al., 2018; Whitely et al., 2018; Root et al., 2019; Furzer et al., 2020; Furzer,
2020.

6Age-for-grade is not the only characteristic with respect to which there may be over- or under-diagnosis
of ADHD. For example, some studies point to the risk of under-diagnosis of ADHD, especially among girls
(Visser, 2014; Furzer et al., 2020), and demonstrate heterogeneity in the types of diagnostic errors with respect
to child gender, race, and socioeconomic status (Furzer, 2020; Marquardt, 2020).
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on the focal children’s own relative age for grade. In fact, the magnitudes of the estimated

spillover effects on cousins amount to more than one-fifth of the focal children’s own relative

age effects on ADHD diagnoses and drug treatment. Additional analysis using information on

diagnosis dates provides further support for the spillover mechanism: in cousin pairs in which

the older one is born before the cutoff, both cousins are more likely to be diagnosed with the

younger one diagnosed after the older one; in cousin pairs in which the younger one is born

before the cutoff, both are more likely to be diagnosed with the younger one diagnosed before

the older one.

Next, we examine longer-term educational and labor market outcomes of the younger

cousins. Conditional on their own relative age for grade, younger cousins of children who are

born before the cutoff—i.e., those who are disproportionately more likely to be diagnosed with

and treated for ADHD—have a 0.6 percent lower high school grade point average (GPA), are

0.9 percent less likely to graduate high school on time, and are 2.1 percent less likely to enroll

in college by age 21 than younger cousins of children born after the cutoff. We also see a

negative spillover coefficient on younger cousins’ average earnings at ages 27–30, but it is not

statistically significant at conventional levels.7 These results suggest that the younger cousins

of marginally diagnosed children are no better off in the long-term; if anything, there could

be long-term human capital costs associated with marginal ADHD diagnosis spillovers.

The existence of the ADHD diagnosis spillovers suggests that information about the older

cousin’s diagnosis is used in the process through which the younger cousin’s ADHD diagnosis

comes about. As described in Section 2, the process of obtaining an ADHD diagnosis involves

two key steps: First, one must get a referral for an ADHD evaluation, and second, a physician

performs an ADHD screening. “Hereditary tagging” in the referral stage would imply that

an ADHD diagnosis of one child raises the likelihood that a family member receives a referral

for an ADHD screening. While both schools and families play important roles in requesting

ADHD screenings in general, we argue that intra-family communication between parents—who

are siblings themselves—is a likely key channel in driving spillovers across cousins, who rarely
7In all of our models, we control for the younger cousin’s own relative age for grade because a large

body of research documents that relative age for grade affects one’s human capital, economic, and well-being
outcomes (Bedard and Dhuey, 2006; McEwan and Shapiro, 2008; Elder and Lubotsky, 2009; Black et al., 2011;
Kawaguchi, 2011; Fredriksson and Öckert, 2014; Hurwitz et al., 2015; Depew and Eren, 2016; Cook and Kang,
2016; Landersø et al., 2017; Dhuey et al., 2019).
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attend the same schools.8 Thus, the ADHD spillovers that we document appear to in part

materialize due to a family-driven “referral gap” between the younger cousins of marginally-

diagnosed and marginally-undiagnosed children.

In the screening stage, the physician’s diagnostic technology plays a critical role. For

health conditions for which there is a precise diagnostic technology (e.g., a genetic test), the

“referral gap” would not necessarily translate into a “diagnosis gap,” as the physician would

be able to accurately differentiate between those who do and do not have the condition.

However, ADHD falls into a large class of health conditions for which there is no precise

technology that can rule out erroneous or low-value diagnoses; instead, physicians have a

noisy screening protocol. If the same noisy diagnostic criteria are applied to all relatives of

previously diagnosed patients, the “referral gap” will lead to a “diagnosis gap.” For ADHD,

the screening protocol indicates that physicians should take into account family history of

ADHD, but does not prescribe differentiating the significance of this information based on

the previously diagnosed family member’s relative age for grade. Therefore, when physicians

follow the protocol, the “referral gap” between the younger cousins of marginally-diagnosed

and marginally-undiagnosed children generates spillovers of marginal ADHD diagnoses.

In sum, our two new empirical facts—(i) that marginal ADHD diagnoses propagate across

cousins, and (ii) that the value of these spillover diagnoses appears to be negligible (at least

in terms of later educational and labor market outcomes)—highlight an important downside

of the use of family medical history in health care. Importantly, this does not imply that

the use of family medical history should be eliminated—screening the family members of

previously diagnosed individuals helps target scarce screening resources toward ex ante high-

risk individuals. However, our analysis points to a simple modification that can equip the

health care system to leverage the targeting benefits of “hereditary tagging,” while reducing

the potential costs of marginal diagnosis spillovers: Adjusting screening protocols so that a

family member’s prior diagnosis is given more weight when it signifies a higher expected risk

of the condition in that individual.9
8We do not have information about which schools children in our data attend, and thus cannot calculate

the share of cousins who are in the same or different schools. That being said, the majority of the cousin pairs
in our sample live in different municipalities from each other (and therefore definitely attend different schools).
The spillover effect is strong even in the sample of cousin pairs who live in different municipalities.

9The exact information needed to infer the expected risk of the condition in the family member depends
on the condition. In the case of ADHD, it is sufficient to know the older child’s date of birth. In the case of
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Our paper contributes to three strands of literature. First, the idea that marginal or over-

diagnoses raise health care costs and sometimes adversely affect patients’ well-being has been

documented in a variety of settings (Brewer et al., 2007; Bond et al., 2013; Ong and Mandl,

2015; Mullainathan and Obermeyer, 2017; Einav et al., 2020; Chan et al., 2019; Alalouf et

al., 2019; Obermeyer et al., 2019). Particularly relevant to our study of a mental health

condition, Bos et al. (2020) show that marginal diagnoses of mental illness have adverse

impacts on the future health and labor market outcomes of Swedish men in the military.

We show that in settings where family history is used as a tag for further screening, these

costs can be substantially amplified, as a single marginal diagnosis can spill over across family

members. More broadly, our analysis uncovers an unintended consequence of using tags to

target screening for a large set of medical conditions in which the diagnosing technology is

noisy—e.g., this is an issue for a wide range of mental illnesses, see Frank and McGuire

(2000); Anttila et al. (2018); Currie and Macleod (2020); Cuddy and Currie (2020)—the tag

may propagate low-value (and potentially erroneous) diagnoses, and thereby the misallocation

of treatment, throughout society.

Second, our paper contributes to a burgeoning literature about the drivers of the increase in

ADHD diagnoses in the last few decades (see, e.g., Chorniy et al., 2018). We document that

one well-known process that generates marginal ADHD diagnoses—differences in maturity

being interpreted as differences in ADHD—is amplified due to diagnosis spillovers throughout

the family tree. The large magnitudes of our estimated spillover effects on cousins suggest that

this mechanism can explain a sizeable share of the “exploding” caseloads of ADHD (Hinshaw

and Scheffler, 2014).

Third, our results contribute to a growing body of evidence that establishes the family

as an important nexus of the transmission of spillovers. Sibling spillovers in non-health-

related choices and outcomes are well documented.10 A smaller literature analyzes how health-

related interventions and health shocks to one child affect his/her siblings’ cognitive skills and

diabetes, for example, the information could be gleaned from data on the relative’s blood sugar level relative
to the diagnosis threshold (Alalouf et al., 2019).

10For evidence on sibling spillovers in test scores, educational attainment, college choice, and major choice,
see, e.g., Aguirre and Matta (2018); Dustan (2018); Joensen and Nielsen (2018); Qureshi (2018a,b); Goodman
et al. (2019); Karbownik and Özek (2019); Nicoletti and Rabe (2019); Altmejd et al. (2020); Dahl et al.
(2020). For sibling spillovers in military service, see Bingley et al. (2019); for spillovers in program take-up
(e.g., paternity leave), see Dahl et al. (2014).
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educational outcomes (see, e.g., Fletcher et al., 2012; Breining, 2014; Parman, 2015; Yi et

al., 2015; Black et al., 2020; Breining et al., 2019; Daysal et al., 2021), arguing that shifts in

parental resource allocation across siblings and within-family infectious disease spread may

be important mechanisms. Another related study finds that a Turkish national vaccination

campaign targeting children under five years old has spillover effects on vaccine take-up among

ineligible older siblings (Alsan, 2017).11 Our paper provides novel evidence of health-related

spillovers across non-nuclear family members—cousins—and also relates to Chen et al. (2022)

and Finkelstein et al. (2022), who document spillovers of medical information within the

family tree. The key difference in our paper, however, is that the medical information that is

transmitted across family members may be de facto incorrect.

2 Institutional Background

Sweden has a universal health care system in which the government operates as a large public

insurer and finances its expenditures using tax revenue. Coverage includes inpatient care,

primary and specialty outpatient care, and prescription pharmaceuticals.12 Patients incur

very low out-of-pocket costs, meaning that health care is effectively “affordable for all.”13

The process of obtaining an ADHD diagnosis for a child involves several stages: referral,

screening, and diagnosis, which we describe below.

Referral for ADHD screening. In order to be screened for ADHD, an individual needs

to see a specialist provider (a psychiatrist). Referrals to screenings can be initiated by both

parents and schools.14

11For other research on sibling spillovers in health outcomes, see also Altonji et al. (2017), who assess the
extent to which the large sibling correlations in substance abuse are causal.

12Some clinics and hospitals are run privately, but are incorporated into the public health care system and
publicly funded. A subset of private clinics (also) serve patients who have a private health insurance policy
on top of the universal public one. Healthcare is organized at the regional level, so there are some (usually
minor) regional differences in coverage.

13An individual’s maximum out-of-pocket spending for health care is approximately $120 per year. For
prescription drugs, the maximum out-of-pocket spending per household is approximately ($247) over a rolling
twelve-month window. For the purposes of calculating a household’s total out-of-pocket drug spending, a
household is defined as one adult plus all children aged 18 or below who reside in the same home.

14All children attending school in Sweden receive free annual health check-ups at school, and the most recent
guidelines (issued in 2002) state that these check-ups must include evaluations of children’s mental health and
concentration skills in some years (Socialstyrelsen, 2002). The guidelines also state that all students have the
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ADHD evaluation and diagnosis. An ADHD screening involves several components,

described in detail in Socialstyrelsen (2014). First, using information from interviews with

parents and teachers or other caregivers, the child is assessed using the Diagnostic and Statis-

tical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM), published by the American Psychiatric Association.

An ADHD diagnosis requires six or more symptoms of hyperactivity and impulsivity or six or

more symptoms of inattention, for children aged 16 or younger (from age 17, only five symp-

toms are required). Further, the symptoms need to be present in at least two settings, at home

and in school.15 Second, the ADHD screening includes a physical exam and an evaluation of

the child’s family history of ADHD.16

ADHD treatment. Prescription drugs treating ADHD have been available in Sweden since

2002, when the first drug with the active substance Methylphenidate was permitted for treat-

ment of ADHD in children below age 18.17 Other active substances were subsequently autho-

rized as well, and Sweden’s National Board of Health and Welfare (NBHW) has documented

a continuous and substantial increase in the rate of prescriptions of ADHD drugs since 2005

(Socialstyrelsen, 2012), which is the year when our prescription drug data begin. The NBHW

also reports that both prevalence (share treated) and incidence (share initiating treatment)

are highest among school-aged children (Socialstyrelsen, 2015). ADHD drugs can only be

prescribed by psychiatrists in Sweden.

Figure 1 plots the trend in ADHD diagnoses and drug treatment rates among children

ages 6–19 over the years 2006 to 2017. Consistent with the rise in ADHD cases worldwide,

the share of children who are diagnosed with ADHD has increased five-fold, while the share

of children who are treated with ADHD drugs has increased six-fold over this time period in

right to additional evaluations for any health issues detected in these screenings at school.
15The DSM lists nine symptoms of hyperactivity and impulsivity, and nine symptoms of inattention. The

DSM is revised continuously. See Appendix A for more information and the complete list of symptoms.
16Interestingly, Socialstyrelsen (2014) does not specify more precisely how a family history of ADHD

should be incorporated into the diagnostic criteria, a fact that we return to in Section 5.4 be-
low. Similarly, UpToDate, a service that aggregates medical research for clinical practice, states
that “Family history of similar behaviors is important because ADHD has a strong genetic compo-
nent,” but does not provide more specific details on how the physician protocol for diagnosing ADHD
should incorporate a family history of the condition. See: https://www.uptodate.com/contents/
attention-deficit-hyperactivity-disorder-in-children-and-adolescents-clinical-features-and-diagnosis?
search=ADHD&topicRef=623&source=see_link, accessed on November 9, 2020.

17Methylphenidate’s trade names in the U.S. include Concerta, Methylin, Ritalin, and Equasym XL.
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Sweden.

The school entry cutoff. During the period that we study, all children in Sweden start

school in the fall of the year they turn seven years old; thus, the school entry cutoff is January

1.18 With normal progression (i.e., no grade retention), students graduate high school in the

year they turn 19 years old. Students can enroll in college after they graduate high school,

but it is common for Swedes to take a “gap year.” Thus, standard age at college enrollment

is around 21 years.19

3 Data and Sample

We link several sources of data for our analysis: the universe of Swedish birth records, out-

patient, and prescription drug claims data from the National Board of Health and Welfare

(NBHW; in Swedish Socialstyrelsen), and population register data from Statistics Sweden

containing demographic and labor market information. Additionally, we have a data set from

Statistics Sweden with the identifiers of all first cousins of each individual. The birth records

data cover all births in Sweden from 1985 to 2017; the population register data are available

annually from 1990 to 2019 (with the exception of information about the high school GPA,

which is available through 2016); the outpatient records are available for years 2001–2016; and

prescription drug claims are available for the period July 2005 to December 2017.

The birth records data contain detailed information on pregnancy and birth outcomes,

including gestational age in days and expected due date. These data allow us to compute

exact dates of birth for the children in our analysis.20

We then construct a sample containing pairs of first cousins as follows. We start with the

universe of children born in Sweden between 1985 and 2001 with information on exact date

of birth. For every child, we find all of his/her first cousins using the Statistics Sweden data
18The law has subsequently changed and children now start in the fall of the year they turn six.
19According to recent data, only 30 percent of Swedish 19-year-old women and 20 percent of Swedish 19-

year-old men applied to college in 2019 (SCB, 2019).
20Specifically, we subtract 280 days (40 weeks) from the expected due date to obtain the conception date,

and then add the gestational age in days to obtain the actual date of birth. We then compare the resulting
month and year of birth to the month and year of birth reported in the population register data, and drop all
observations in which the calculated and reported birth-month-years do not match.
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set with first cousin identifiers. We then construct pairs of cousins, where each pair has an

older and a younger child.21 We keep pairs with an age difference of no more than 5 years.

Finally, we restrict the sample to pairs in which the older cousin is born between July 1985

and June 1996. This final sample restriction allows us to have a sample that is balanced in the

running variable of our RD analysis, which is the older cousin’s date of birth relative to the

school entry cutoff of January 1.22 Our final analytic sample consists of 1,122,772 cousin pairs,

among which there are 575,224 unique older cousins and 616,242 unique younger cousins. As

we discuss below, our primary empirical specifications use a 75-day bandwidth around the

school entry cutoff, which yields a sample of 432,696 cousin pairs.

Key variables. We examine ADHD diagnoses using outpatient data, which includes visits

to psychiatrists. Our main outcome is an indicator for having at least one outpatient claim

with an ICD-10 code that starts with “F90” (the category for Attention Deficit Hyperactivity

Disorders).23 We also study ADHD drug treatment using the prescription drug data. We

create an indicator that is equal to one if a child has at least one claim for a drug used to

treat ADHD ever observed in the prescription drug data.24

We additionally use the population register data to study educational and labor market

outcomes of the younger cousins. When studying educational outcomes, we limit the sample

to pairs in which the younger cousin is born in 1997 or earlier, and consider three measures:

cumulative high school GPA (from the 2016 data), an indicator for graduating high school on

time (i.e., no later than the year in which a child turns 19 years old), and an indicator for

enrolling in college by age 21. To study adult earnings, we limit the sample to pairs in which
21Note that a child can be both an older cousin and a younger cousin, and a child can be the younger (older)

cousin of multiple different older (younger) cousins. We drop cousin pairs in which both cousins are born in
the same year-month.

22Our analysis essentially aggregates RDs across 11 fiscal years of birth of the older child, from July 1985–
June 1986 through July 1995–June 1996. We include fixed effects for the older child’s fiscal year of birth in
our regression models.

23See: https://www.icd10data.com/ICD10CM/Codes/F01-F99/F90-F98/F90-/F90. We do not have ICD
codes at a higher level of detail (i.e., more digits) to further separate into various types of ADHD (e.g.,
inattentive, hyperactive, or combined types).

24Specifically, we consider all drug claims with Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) codes that start
with “N06BA” except “N06BA07”, as well the ATC code “C02AC02”. Note that the diagnosis and drug
indicators are not identical for two reasons. First, some children with a diagnosis do not receive prescription
drug treatment. Second, our prescription drug records go through 2017, while the outpatient data end in 2016;
thus, we are missing an entire year of potential diagnoses for children whose drug claims we can observe. In
addition, there is likely some under-reporting of diagnoses in the outpatient data.
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the younger cousin is born in 1992 or earlier, and calculate average annual earnings over ages

27–30.25

The population register data also provides us with a number of family-level control vari-

ables, including whether each parent of each cousin is foreign-born, parental education level,

and household income in each cousin’s household.26

Sample means. Appendix Table B1 presents sample means of some of the key variables

in our analysis, separately for the older and younger cousins of each pair in panels A and

B, respectively. The first column uses the entire analysis sample, while the second and third

columns are split into pairs with older cousins born in July-December (“Before Cutoff”) and

January-June (“After Cutoff”), respectively. About 3.6 (4.0) and 4.3 (4.8) percent of older

and younger cousins in our sample have an ADHD diagnosis (ever have an ADHD drug claim),

respectively. Around six percent of fathers and 5.3 percent of mothers are foreign-born, and

approximately 12 and 11 percent of fathers and mothers have college degrees, respectively.

The average older cousin has about 2.0 younger cousins, and mean birth spacing between

cousin pairs is about 29 months. Cousin pairs with older cousins born in the two halves of the

year are fairly similar in terms of observable characteristics, although rates of ADHD diagnosis

and drug treatment are somewhat higher among children in pairs with July-December than

January-June older cousin births.

4 Empirical Design

Our goal is to analyze how a marginal ADHD diagnosis among older children affects their

younger cousins’ ADHD-related outcomes. To do so, we leverage the discontinuity in the older
25For cohorts for whom earnings are not observed at a particular age in this age range (e.g., we do not

observe earnings at ages 28–30 for the 1992 cohort since our data only go through 2019), we calculate the
average based on the age(s) we do observe.

26We measure each parent’s education level in the year of their child’s birth, and the household income is the
average over the year of the child’s birth and the following two years. For children born before 1990 (when the
population register data begin), we use information from 1990 for parental education level, and average over
years 1990–1992 for household income. In addition, while we also observe parental age and marital status,
we do not include these control variables in our models because these variables are recorded on an annual
(calendar year) basis and thus exhibit a mechanical discontinuity between children born in December and
January within any given fiscal year. For example, parents of children born in January are mechanically on
average approximately one year older at the time of measurement of marital status than parents of children
born in December.
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cousin’s likelihood of own ADHD diagnosis and drug treatment generated by the difference

in relative age for grade between children born just before and just after the Swedish school

entry cutoff of January 1.

Since we have information on exact dates of birth in our data, we use the older cousin’s

day of birth relative to January 1 as the running variable in our RD models.27 Our primary

specifications use a bandwidth of 75 days around the cutoff and a linear spline parametrization;

in Appendix B, we explore the sensitivity of our estimates to other bandwidths and higher-

order polynomials, as well as to non-parametric RD models with optimal bandwidth selection

algorithms (Calonico et al., 2014a,b, 2017, 2018).

We begin by estimating an RD model to study the magnitude of the own relative age effect

on ADHD diagnosis and drug treatment among the older cousins in our sample:

ADHDi = α0 + α11[Di < c] + f(Di − c) + 1[Di < c] × f(Di − c) + x′iκ+ εi (1)

for every older cousin i in our analysis sample. ADHDi is an ADHD-related outcome (i.e., an

indicator for either a diagnosis or drug take-up). c denotes January 1st, the school entry cutoff

date. The variable 1[Di < c] is an indicator for the older cousin i being born within the July

1–December 31 window (i.e., before the cutoff, and thus relatively young-for-grade), and zero

otherwise. f(Di −c) is a linear function of the running variable, the older cousin’s day of birth

centered around January 1, which we allow to have different slopes on opposite sides of the

cutoff. We show results with and without controls in vector xi, which includes an indicator

for whether the older cousin is male, the total number of cousins in the family, indicators for

whether each parent is foreign-born, indicators for each parent’s education categories in the

year of the older cousin’s birth (high school only, some college, college degree or more), the

log household income of the family averaged over the year of the older cousin’s birth and the

following two years, and fixed effects for fiscal years (July–June) of birth of the older cousins.

Then, to study spillover effects on younger cousins’ outcomes, we estimate models of the
27Following Lee and Card (2008)’s guidance on RD estimation with a discrete running variable, we cluster

standard errors on the running variable (i.e., the older child’s day of birth).
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following form:

Yij = β0 + β11[Di < c] + f(Di − c) + 1[Di < c] × f(Di − c)

+β21[Dj < c] + f(Dj − c) + 1[Dj < c] × f(Dj − c)

+x′ijπ + εij (2)

for each pair of older cousin i and a younger cousin j. Yij is an outcome of interest, such as

an indicator for the younger cousin having an ADHD diagnosis. In addition to the variables

capturing the older cousin’s day of birth relative to January 1st that are the same as in

equation (1), we control for the younger cousin’s own relative age for grade by including

analogous variables based on the younger child’s day of birth centered around January 1st:

1[Dj < c] and f(Dj − c). As with model (1), we show results with and without controls in

xij, which now includes the following pair-level variables: cousin birth spacing (in months),

indicators for whether the older and younger cousin is male, the total number of cousins

in the family, indicators for whether each parent is foreign-born, indicators for each parent’s

education categories in the year of each child’s birth, the log household income of each cousin’s

household averaged over the first three years of the child’s life, and fixed effects for fiscal years of

birth of the older and younger cousins. The main coefficient of interest is β1, which represents

the difference in outcomes between younger cousins in pairs in which the older cousins are

born before and after January 1 in every fiscal year, holding constant the younger cousin’s

own birth day relative to January.

Identification and interpretation. The RD design relies on the assumption that only the

treatment variable is changing discontinuously at the cutoff; all other variables possibly related

to the outcomes we study should be continuous functions of the running variable (Imbens and

Lemieux, 2008; Lee and Lemieux, 2010).

In our regression models, the running variable is the older child’s day of birth relative to

January 1, and the treatment variable is an indicator for the older child being born in the

second half of the year, and thus relatively younger-for-grade than his/her counterparts born

in the first half of the year. This treatment variable, in turn, generates a discontinuity in

ADHD diagnoses among the older cousins. We discuss two potential issues for identification
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and interpretation in this setting: (1) Non-random sorting of families at the school-entry

cutoff, and (2) non-ADHD-related channels through which an older cousin’s relative age for

grade might influence his/her younger cousins’ outcomes.

To assess issue (1), we begin by plotting a histogram of births at a daily level using our

sample of older cousins in Appendix Figure B1 and a bandwidth of 180 days surrounding the

January 1 cutoff. The figure makes it clear that there tend to be fewer births in December than

in January, with noticeable dips during the December holiday season. The RD manipulation

test (Cattaneo et al., 2018) yields a statistically significant t−statistic of 8.11.

To investigate this difference in the density of births between December and January fur-

ther, we use the same sample to check whether there are any systematic differences in average

gestational age. If parents were trying to either delay or speed up childbirth through, for ex-

ample, planned inductions or caesarean section deliveries, then there may be a discontinuity

in observed gestational age at the cutoff. Appendix Figure B2(a) plots the average length of

gestation in days by the child’s birth week among our sample of older cousins, while Appendix

Figure B2(b) plots the younger cousins’ average gestation by their older cousin’s week of birth.

There are no visible discontinuities in mean gestation length at the January 1 cutoff in either

graph. Column (1) of Appendix Table B2 reports results from estimating models (1) and (2)

using the older and younger cousins’ gestation length in days as the outcome, respectively,

with no indication of any significant discontinuity at the school entry cutoff.

Importantly, the significant difference in the number of births between December and

January only poses a concern if the sorting is systematically related to our outcomes of interest.

To assess this possibility, we study whether there are any differences in family background

characteristics between cousin pairs in which the older cousins are born before and after

the cutoff. We do not observe any discontinuous changes in average birth spacing between

cousins, the gender composition of older and younger cousins, or parental education levels in

Appendix Figures B3, B4, and B5, respectively. Appendix Figure B6 plots predicted ADHD

diagnosis and drug treatment indicators of the older and younger cousins by the birth week

of the older cousin. The predicted variables are constructed by regressing each of the ADHD

outcomes on the control variables included in xij in equation (2) except for the fiscal year
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fixed effects.28 We do not see any discontinuities in these predicted outcomes at the school

entry cutoff. Lastly, Columns (2)–(5) of Appendix Table B2 report results from RD regressions

that use the family background characteristics as outcomes; we find no evidence of statistically

significant discontinuities based on the older cousin being born before versus after the January

1 cutoff.

In sum, our analysis of gestation length and family background characteristics does not

reveal any systematic discontinuities at the school-entry cutoff, and suggests that the sorting

observed in Appendix Figure B1 is unlikely to bias our RD design. To further address the

concern about sorting, we also conduct a robustness check in which we estimate a “doughnut-

RD” model that omits all cousin pairs with older cousins born in a two-week bandwidth

surrounding the cutoff, which yields similar results to those from our baseline models (see

Appendix Table B4).

When it comes to issue (2), we recognize that the spillover effects of an older child’s relative

age for grade on his/her younger relative’s outcomes could in principle operate through various

family dynamics. For example, Landersø et al. (2019) document that mothers of children who

are oldest for their grade are more likely to be employed when their children are 7 years old,

and parents of oldest-for-grade children are more likely to remain married or cohabiting by the

time their children are 15 years old. Karbownik and Özek (2019) propose that there is a “role

model” effect—younger siblings of children who are oldest for their grade may be more likely

to follow in their footsteps and experience better educational outcomes than their counterparts

with older siblings who are youngest for their grade.29 However, these family dynamics are

less likely to be relevant for non-nuclear family members who do not share a household or the

same set of parents. We therefore believe that our focus on ADHD diagnosis spillovers across

cousins assuages concerns about these other channels, although of course it is impossible to

definitively rule out all other alternative explanations.
28Results are similar if we include fiscal year fixed effects in the prediction models.
29See also Goodman et al. (2019) and Altmejd et al. (2020) for evidence of sibling spillovers in college

enrollment and college choice.
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5 Results

We begin by using our analysis sample of older cousins to confirm prior evidence (e.g., Elder,

2010; Evans et al., 2010; Dalsgaard et al., 2012; Morrow et al., 2012; Zoëga et al., 2012;

Halldner et al., 2014; Krabbe et al., 2014; Pottegård et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2016; Schwandt

and Wuppermann, 2016; Layton et al., 2018; Whitely et al., 2018; Root et al., 2019; Furzer

et al., 2020) that children who are youngest for their grade are more likely to be diagnosed

with and treated for ADHD than those who are oldest for their grade. Next, we document

spillover effects of the older cousins’ relative-age-induced marginal diagnoses of ADHD on

their younger cousins’ likelihoods of ADHD diagnosis and drug treatment. To assess whether

there are any human capital-related costs or benefits associated with these spillovers, we also

study younger cousins’ long-term educational and labor market outcomes. Lastly, we discuss

possible mechanisms driving these marginal ADHD diagnosis spillovers.

5.1 Own Relative Age Effects on Older Cousins’ ADHD Diagnoses

and Drug Treatment

Figure 2 plots ADHD-related outcomes of the older cousins by their own birth week (centered

around the week that begins with January 1). Sub-figure (a) plots the share of children with

an ADHD diagnosis in the outpatient data, while sub-figure (b) plots the share of children

with at least one ADHD drug claim in the prescription drug data. Both graphs show clear

discontinuities at the cutoff—children who are youngest for their grade (i.e., born shortly

before January 1) are substantially more likely to be diagnosed with ADHD and to use ADHD

prescription drugs than those who are oldest for their grade.

Table 1 reports results from estimating model (1) and confirms the graphical evidence. The

outcome in column (1) is an indicator equal to one if the older cousin ever has an outpatient

claim with an ADHD diagnosis, while the outcome in column (2) is an indicator equal to

one if the older cousin has at least one ADHD drug claim. We present results from models

with and without control variables in Panels A and B, respectively. Across both columns and

panels, we find that being born before the school entry cutoff is associated with a significantly

higher likelihood of being diagnosed with and treated for ADHD. Specifically, focusing on the
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estimates from Panel A, we observe that children born before the cutoff are 0.7 percentage

points more likely to both be diagnosed with ADHD and treated with ADHD drugs. Relative

to the corresponding sample means, these estimates yield effect size magnitudes of 18.6 and

17.1 percent, respectively.

Panel A of Appendix Table B3 shows the sensitivity of our estimates to using different

polynomials in the running variable, while sub-figures (a) and (b) of Appendix Figure B7 show

results using different bandwidths. In addition, Panel A of Appendix Table B4 presents results

from “doughnut-RD” models, which omit cousins born in a two-week bandwidth surrounding

the cutoff to address the issue of potentially non-random sorting around the threshold. The

discontinuity in the likelihood of ADHD diagnosis and ADHD drug treatment between children

born just before and just after the school entry cutoff is robust across these specification

choices.

Interpreting the ADHD gap. To interpret this gap, it is helpful to consider the etiology

of ADHD. Unlike conditions for which there is a precise screening mechanism that yields a

discrete outcome—e.g., an X-ray can determine whether or not someone has a broken bone; a

genetic test can identify women who are BRCA-gene positive or not—ADHD, like many mental

health conditions, is diagnosed differently.30 As noted by Levy et al. (1997), “ADHD is best

viewed as the extreme of a behavior that varies genetically throughout the entire population

rather than a disorder with discrete determinants.” Put differently, ADHD symptoms—such

as immaturity, impulsiveness, and attentiveness—vary naturally within the population, and an

ADHD diagnosis is given to individuals whose symptoms fall in the tails of these distributions.

With this understanding of ADHD, what can we interpret about the additional diagnoses

among children born shortly before the January 1 cutoff relative to those born shortly after

the cutoff? Figure 3 presents a stylized visual framework to aid the interpretation of the

ADHD diagnosis gap at the school-entry cutoff. The bell curves represent the distributions of

underlying ADHD symptoms in the populations of children born in December and January,

respectively. The yellow areas under each of the curves signify the children who receive
30This is a fact that we discuss in more detail in Section 5.4 below, as the diagnosis technology at the

physician’s disposal has implications for whether “hereditary tagging” can entail adverse consequences, and
whether such consequences can be mitigated.
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positive ADHD diagnoses. This framework highlights that among both groups, children with

the most extreme ADHD traits are diagnosed. However, on the margin, children with lighter

symptoms are diagnosed if they are born in December, but not if they are born in January.

This observation has an immediate implication, to which we return in our discussion of how

to mitigate spillovers from “hereditary tagging” in Section 5.4: If we restrict attention only

to children who are diagnosed with ADHD, then the average severity of ADHD will be higher

among January-born than December-born children. This follows directly from the fact that

the “compliers”—children who are diagnosed because they are born in December but would

not have been diagnosed if they were born in January—have the lightest ADHD symptoms;

that is, they are “on the margin.”

The extensive literature that documents the relative-age-induced diagnosis gap in various

contexts is often cited as evidence that ADHD is a commonly over-diagnosed condition, and

that over-diagnoses contribute to the substantial rise in ADHD caseloads over the last few

decades (Bruchmüller et al., 2012; Hinshaw and Scheffler, 2014; Schwarz, 2017; Merten et

al., 2017). In particular, a popular interpretation of the diagnosis gap is that immaturity

is mis-classified as ADHD among children who are the youngest in the classroom and have

more difficulties paying attention and sitting still than classmates who are nearly one year

older. Thus, youngest-for-grade children are over-diagnosed with ADHD. By the same logic,

however, children who are oldest in the classroom may be under-diagnosed due to their relative

maturity when compared to their (younger) peers in the classroom.

More generally, the simple framework described in Figure 3 highlights that there are in

fact several possible interpretations of the ADHD diagnosis gap: (i) Over-diagnosis among

December-born children, potentially coupled with under-diagnosis among January-born (the

most common interpretation, as just discussed); (ii) over-diagnosis among all children, but

more among December-born; and (iii) under-diagnosis among all children, but less among

December-born. As illustrated in Appendix Figure B8, the “correct” interpretation depends

on the “true” ADHD cutoff, i.e., the threshold in the distribution of ADHD symptoms at which

the scientific community decides to define an individual as having ADHD. This is something

that is unobserved in our data (or any other data set available to researchers), and we therefore

do not take a stance on the direction of error represented by the diagnosis gap.
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Instead, what is key to our empirical design is that the school entry cutoff generates addi-

tional marginal diagnoses among December-born children, and, under all three interpretations,

December-born children with lighter symptoms are diagnosed on the margin. Thus, in the

rest of the analysis, we use the discontinuity in the diagnosis rate between children born on

opposite sides of the school-entry cutoff to study spillover effects of marginal diagnoses on

their younger cousins.31

5.2 Spillover Effects on ADHD Diagnoses and Drug Treatment of

Younger Cousins

In Figure 4, we present graphical evidence that a younger cousin’s likelihood of ADHD diag-

nosis and drug treatment depends on his/her older cousin’s relative age for grade. The figure

is analogous to Figure 2, except that it plots the younger cousin’s ADHD diagnosis and drug

treatment rates on the respective sub-figure y−axes. We find that younger cousins of older

children born before the cutoff are more likely to be diagnosed with ADHD and to be treated

with ADHD drugs than their counterparts with older cousins born after the cutoff.

Table 2 presents the corresponding regression estimates of model (2) for the same outcomes

as in Table 1, except that they are now measured for the younger cousin. Not surprisingly, the

younger cousin’s own relative age for grade has an effect on the probability of ADHD diagnosis

and drug treatment—columns (1) and (2) of Panel A show that younger cousins born before

the school entry cutoff are 1.4 and 1.5 percentage points more likely to have an ADHD diagnosis

and an ADHD drug claim, respectively, than those born after the cutoff. However, conditional

on the younger cousin’s own relative age for grade, we also see a significant effect of the older

cousin’s relative age for grade on the younger cousin’s likelihood of ADHD diagnosis and drug
31One other alternative interpretation is that children who are young-for-grade develop ADHD as a conse-

quence of being youngest in their grade (i.e., the development of ADHD is endogenous to one’s relative age for
grade). Such a scenario would imply that the distribution of ADHD risk in our figures should be shifted to the
right among December-born children. If so, the diagnosis gap would not reflect differential rates of diagnoses
for the same severity of ADHD symptoms, but instead a higher share of children with sufficiently severe ADHD
traits among children who are young-for-grade. Thus, conditional on diagnosis, we would not observe that
children who are young-for-grade have lighter symptoms, on average. This contrasts with evidence from, e.g.,
Furzer (2020), who finds that youngest-for-grade children in Canada have a relatively lower risk of mental
illness. Further, while the diagnosis gap is present in many contexts, there exist settings in which it does not
(e.g., Dalsgaard et al., 2012), which would be inconsistent with younger-for-grade children developing ADHD
symptoms.
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treatment. Younger cousins of older children who are born before the school entry cutoff are

0.4 percentage points more likely to have an ADHD diagnosis and 0.3 percentage points more

likely to have an ADHD drug claim, corresponding to 10.0 and 6.5 percent effect sizes when

evaluated at the respective dependent variable means. The magnitudes of the spillovers on

ADHD diagnoses and drugs are 30.9 and 20.1 percent, respectively, of the sizes of the younger

cousin’s own relative age-for-grade effects on these outcomes.32

Panel B of Appendix Table B3 shows the sensitivity of our spillover estimates to using

different polynomials in the running variables, while sub-figures (c) and (d) of Appendix Figure

B7 present the spillover results based on RD models with different bandwidths. Additionally,

Panel B of Appendix Table B4 reports estimates from “doughnut-RD” models, which omit

cousin pairs in which the older cousins are born in a two-week bandwidth surrounding the

cutoff. Finally, Appendix Table B5 shows results from RDmodels with local linear polynomials

that use different optimal bandwidth algorithms to select the bandwidths of the number of

days used on each side of the school entry cutoff.33 While the magnitudes of the spillover

effects vary somewhat across the specifications, they are actually strongest in models that use

narrower bandwidths (in columns 6 to 10).

In Table 3, we take advantage of information about the dates of ADHD diagnoses in the

outpatient data to shed light on the timing patterns that might be consistent with potential

spillover effects. We estimate the same models as in Table 2, studying three additional out-

comes across the three columns of the table: (1) an indicator equal to 1 if both the older

and younger cousin are diagnosed at some point in our data, (2) an indicator equal to 1 if

both cousins are diagnosed, and the younger cousin is diagnosed after the older cousin, and

(3) an indicator equal to 1 if both cousins are diagnosed, and the older cousin is diagnosed
32We have also explored heterogeneity in spillover effects across cousin pairs with differing gender composition

and with respect to various measures of the families’ socioeconomic status, finding no consistent patterns.
33We use triangular kernels and robust bias-corrected inference procedures in all models. The optimal

bandwidth algorithms are: (1) one common mean squared error (MSE)-optimal bandwidth selector for both
sides of the cutoff; (2) two different MSE-optimal bandwidth selectors (below and above the cutoff); (3)
one common MSE-optimal bandwidth selector for the sum of regression estimates (as opposed to difference
thereof); (4) minimum of (1) and (3); (5) median of (1), (2), and (3) for each side of the cutoff separately; (6)
one common coverage error rate (CER)-optimal bandwidth selector; (7) two different CER-optimal bandwidth
selectors (below and above the cutoff); (8) one common CER-optimal bandwidth selector for the sum of
regression estimates (as opposed to difference thereof); (9) minimum of (6) and (8); (10) median of (6), (7),
and (8) for each side of the cutoff separately. We use the Stata “rdrobust” command for these analyses
(Calonico et al., 2017). We report the number of days used in the left and right-hand bandwidths in each
model at the bottom of the table.
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after the younger cousin. Column (1) shows that both cousins’ relative ages-for-grade are

predictive of the likelihood that they are both diagnosed. The next two columns indicate a

clear timing pattern: the cousin with a birthday shortly before the cutoff appears to be the

first to be diagnosed, and is then later followed by the other cousin. Specifically, Column (2)

shows that if the older cousin is born before the cutoff, then the likelihood that both cousins

are diagnosed and the younger cousin is the second to be diagnosed is 0.5 percentage points

higher relative to a case where the older cousin is born after the cutoff. Conversely, in column

(3) we see that if the younger cousin is born before the cutoff, then the likelihood that both

cousins are diagnosed and the older cousin is the second to be diagnosed is 0.6 percentage

points higher than for a pair with the younger cousin born after the cutoff. These results

further support the idea that a relative-age-for-grade-induced marginal ADHD diagnosis can

“snowball” through the family tree.

5.3 Impacts on Younger Cousins’ Educational and Economic Out-

comes

How do the spillovers of marginal ADHD diagnoses influence longer-term educational and

labor market outcomes among the younger cousins? In Figure 5 and Table 4, we analyze our

three educational outcomes and annual earnings averaged over ages 27–30.

Consistent with the existing evidence of the effect of relative age for grade on children’s own

human capital attainment (Bedard and Dhuey, 2006; McEwan and Shapiro, 2008; Elder and

Lubotsky, 2009; Black et al., 2011; Kawaguchi, 2011; Fredriksson and Öckert, 2014; Hurwitz

et al., 2015; Depew and Eren, 2016; Cook and Kang, 2016; Landersø et al., 2017; Dhuey et

al., 2019), Table 4 shows that younger cousins who are born before the cutoff have a lower

GPA, are less likely to graduate high school on time, are less likely to enroll in college by age

21, and have lower age 27–30 earnings than their counterparts who are born after the cutoff.

When analyzing spillovers, we find that, conditional on own relative age for grade, younger

cousins of children who are born before the cutoff have a 7.6 percentage point (0.6 percent)

lower high school GPA, are 0.7 percentage points (0.9 percent) less likely to graduate high

school on time, and are 0.6 percentage points (2.1 percent) less likely to be enrolled in college

than the younger cousins of those who are born after the cutoff. The statistical significance of
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these estimates varies slightly depending on whether the full set of control variables is included,

but the patterns are similar across the two panels of the table. We also observe a negative

spillover effect on earnings, but it is not statistically significant in either model. While, as

noted previously, we cannot definitively rule out all other channels by which an older child’s

relative age for grade influences his/her younger relatives’ outcomes, these results suggest that

there are no clear educational or economic benefits associated with marginal ADHD diagnosis

spillovers.

Moreover, our results on these outcomes are complementary to the existing clinical evidence

on the impacts of ADHD treatment. A positive ADHD diagnosis typically leads to long-

term use of ADHD prescription drugs—50 percent of patients who initiate ADHD drugs

remain on them five years later (Socialstyrelsen, 2012). Existing evidence on the impacts

of using ADHD drugs is mixed and limited to studies of selected short- and medium-term

behavioral and educational outcomes.34 To date, we know very little about the longer-term

impacts of ADHD drug treatment on measures of individuals’ well-being. Our estimates

provide suggestive evidence that there could be important long-term human capital costs

associated with the use of ADHD drugs on the margin.

5.4 Potential Mechanisms Behind Marginal ADHD Spillovers

We have established that there are substantial spillovers of marginal ADHD diagnoses across

cousins, and that there may be long-term human capital costs associated with these spillovers.

Now, we discuss the underlying mechanisms that may be generating these spillovers, and

whether such spillovers can be mitigated.

As described in Section 2, the ADHD diagnosis process involves two key steps: First, one

must get a referral for an ADHD evaluation, and second, a physician performs a screening

(which may result in a diagnosis). The existence of spillovers means that somewhere in this

two-step process, a marginal diagnosis of an older cousin affects the likelihood that a younger

cousin is diagnosed.
34See, e.g., Jensen, 1999; Wilens et al., 2003; Charach et al., 2004; Dalsgaard et al., 2012; Humphreys et al.,

2013; Molina et al., 2013; Currie et al., 2014; Chorniy and Kitashima, 2016; Cortese et al., 2018. Moreover, a
child’s positive mental health diagnosis may impose stigma costs and result in unfavorable expectations from
teachers and school administrators (Moses, 2010; Ohan et al., 2011; Bharadwaj et al., 2017).
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Referral stage. If “hereditary tagging” takes place in the referral stage, then a child with

a family history of ADHD is more likely to be referred to an ADHD screening than a child

without such a family history. In our setting, it is possible that the families of younger

cousins of marginally diagnosed older children are more likely to request ADHD screenings

than the families of younger cousins of marginally undiagnosed older children. Since most

cousins do not attend the same schools, it seems that intra-family communication is central

to generating spillovers during the referral stage.35 Indeed, there are multiple reasons for why

an older cousin’s diagnosis reduces the costs of the family requesting an ADHD screening

for the younger cousin. For example, families in which one child is being treated for ADHD

have an established connection with a child psychiatrist. In addition, treatment of a one child

may make the families less worried about potential adverse consequences of treatment (e.g.,

side effects of drugs), or make salient the potential advantages of an ADHD diagnosis (e.g.,

receiving extra time on tests at school).

Diagnosis stage. As a consequence of “hereditary tagging” at the referral stage, more chil-

dren with an older cousin born just before the school entry cutoff end up in the doctor’s office

for an ADHD screening than children with an older cousin born right after the cutoff. At

this point, the physician’s diagnostic technology plays an important role. If there existed a

technology that could precisely identify children as being ADHD-positive or negative (e.g., as

is the case in BRCA genetic screening), then regardless of the fact that the younger cousins of

pre-cutoff-born children may be over-referred to ADHD screenings compared to the younger

cousins of post-cutoff-born children, the physician would simply use the technology to accu-

rately diagnose all children who show up in her office. Thus, “hereditary tagging” would only

have an upside—improved targeting of scarce screening resources—but no downside in terms

of spillovers of low-value or even erroneous diagnoses.

However, ADHD falls into a large class of health conditions for which there is no discrete

test or diagnostic procedure that allows the physician to precisely determine which patients do

and do not have the condition. Instead, physicians have a noisy screening protocol. Then, if

the same noisy diagnostic criteria are applied to all relatives of previously diagnosed patients,
35In fact, we find that the ADHD spillovers exist even among cousin pairs who live in different municipalities

and therefore certainly do not attend the same schools.
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the referral gap will translate into spillovers of marginal low-value—or potentially inaccurate—

diagnoses. Thus, when the diagnosis technology is noisy, the practice of “hereditary tagging”

can generate costs.

As discussed in Section 2, while the ADHD screening protocol prescribes that the presence

of ADHD in the family is taken into account in the diagnostic process, it does not indicate that

the physician should attach differential weight to this information depending on the previously

diagnosed family member’s relative age for grade. Thus, if physicians follow the protocol, then

they do not “undo” the referral gap. Instead, the “referral gap” translates into a “diagnosis

gap.”

However, as highlighted in Figure 3, the older child’s date of birth provides information

about the expected severity of that child’s condition and hence the strength of the signal of

the hereditary component of the younger child’s risk of ADHD. This suggests that there exists

a simple adjustment to physician protocol that can mitigate marginal ADHD spillovers: that

physicians take into account information about the older child’s relative age for grade, and

attach less weight to the older child’s ADHD diagnosis if that child is youngest-for-grade than

if that child is oldest-for-grade.36 More broadly, our findings suggest that designing physician

protocols that take into account the severity of the condition in the older child —and thus the

strength of the signal of ex ante hereditary risk that stems from family medical history—could

reduce the costs of marginal diagnosis spillovers, while allowing the health care system to

leverage the targeting benefits of “hereditary tagging.”

6 Conclusion

Growing evidence suggests that patients who are diagnosed “on the margin”—i.e., they would

not have been diagnosed if there were a small change in their underlying symptoms or indica-

tors of the disease—do not appear to be better off as a result of the diagnosis. In some cases,

these patients may even be worse off than if they had not been diagnosed. Since diagnosed

patients usually receive medical treatment, this means that marginal diagnoses increase the
36In fact, if physicians were to incorporate the relationship between relative age for grade and ADHD

diagnoses for all children (and not just those who have been flagged through hereditary tagging), then the
initial relationship between relative age for grade and ADHD would be eliminated.
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utilization of (privately or publicly funded) health care without clear benefits for patients.

Thus, understanding the drivers of low-value marginal diagnoses and mitigating their spread

is an important goal for health policy.

At the same time, a large class of conditions have a hereditary component in their etiology,

and information about family members’ prior diagnoses is used to “tag” patients for screening

as well as in the diagnostic process. While such “hereditary tagging” is more efficient than

screening individuals at random, our paper uncovers an important cost of this common health

care practice—the propagation of marginal, low-value diagnoses across family members. We

focus on the case of ADHD, which is the most commonly dianosed mental disorder among chil-

dren, and for which there exists a well-known determinant of marginal diagnoses—children’s

relative age for grade. We use Swedish administrative data and an RD design to show that

children who are born shortly before the school entry cutoff and are youngest for their grade

are 18.6 and 17.1 percent more likely to be diagnosed with ADHD and to be treated with

ADHD drugs, respectively, than their oldest-for-grade peers born after the cutoff.

We then study the spillover effects of these marginal ADHD diagnoses on the focal chil-

dren’s younger cousins. We find that younger cousins of children born before the cutoff are

10.0 and 6.5 percent more likely to be diagnosed with and treated for ADHD, respectively,

than the younger cousins of children born after the cutoff.

To investigate the long-term implications of these diagnosis spillovers, we also show that

younger cousins of children born before the school entry cutoff have worse long-run human

capital outcomes than the younger cousins of children born after the cutoff. While we cannot

completely rule out that other changes in (non-nuclear) family behaviors associated with the

older child’s relative age for grade contribute to these effects, our results suggest that there

are no clear benefits and may even be important costs of ADHD diagnoses induced by the

marginal diagnoses of older cousins.

We argue that intra-family communication is likely to play an important role in the “tag-

ging process” at the referral stage, in which younger cousins of previously diagnosed children

are systematically more likely to be referred for ADHD screenings. Moreover, although physi-

cians follow protocol by incorporating information about the older child’s ADHD diagnosis in

their diagnostic criteria, they do not undo the “referral gap” because they do not take into
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account the older child’s relative age for grade. Our analysis suggests that low-value marginal

diagnosis spillovers could be mitigated with a small adjustment to this protocol that would as-

sign less weight to information about the older child’s diagnosis if that child is young-for-grade

rather than old-for-grade.

Our evidence of large family spillover effects of marginal ADHD diagnoses also helps explain

the rapid increase in ADHD caseloads both in the United States and in other countries. Our

results underscore that a single marginal diagnosis can trigger the diagnoses of other family

members, thus spreading them rapidly throughout the population. Further research is needed

to understand how these processes affect the propagation of diagnoses of many other medical

conditions that have noisy diagnosing technologies and in which links between individuals are

used for targeting screening.
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7 Figures and Tables

Figure 1: Trends in the Share of Children Ages 6–19 with ADHD

Note: The sample includes children between the ages of 6 and 19 who are born in Sweden,
Norway, or the EU 28. For every year, the figure plots the share of these children with
at least one ADHD diagnosis in the outpatient data (in blue-filled dots) and at least one
ADHD drug claim (in red-outlined squares), respectively.
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Figure 2: ADHD Diagnoses and Drug Treatment by Own Week of Birth, Older Cousins Only

(a) Diagnoses
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(b) Drug Treatment
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Note: The sample of analysis is the universe of cousin pairs born in Sweden, where the older
cousin is born between July 1985 and June 1996. These graphs plot ADHD-related out-
comes for older cousins by their own birth week. Sub-figure (a) plots the share of older
cousins with an ADHD diagnosis in the outpatient data, while sub-figure (b) plots the
share of older cousins with at least one ADHD drug claim in the prescription drug data.
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Figure 3: Stylized Framework for Interpreting ADHD Gap

Note: This figure depicts a stylized visual framework for interpreting the ADHD gap at
the school-entry cutoff. The bell curves represent the distributions of underlying ADHD
symptoms in the populations of children born in December and January, respectively. The
yellow areas under each of the curves signify the children who receive a positive ADHD
diagnosis.
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Figure 4: Younger Cousins’ ADHD Diagnoses and Drug Treatment by Older Cousin’s Week
of Birth

(a) Diagnoses
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(b) Drug Treatment
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Note: The sample of analysis is the universe of cousin pairs born in Sweden, where the
older cousin is born between July 1985 and June 1996. These graphs plot ADHD-related
outcomes for younger cousins (on the y-axes) by the birth week of the older cousin (on
the x-axes). Sub-figure (a) plots the share of younger cousins with an ADHD diagnosis in
the outpatient data, while sub-figure (b) plots the share of younger cousins with at least
one ADHD drug claim in the prescription drug data.
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Figure 5: Younger Cousins’ Long-Run Educational and Labor Market Outcomes by Older
Cousin’s Week of Birth
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(b) HS Graduation on Time
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(c) College Enrollment, by Age 21
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(d) Earnings, between Ages 27 and 30
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Note: These figures plot average long-run educational and labor market outcomes of younger
cousins (on the y-axes), by the birth week of the older cousin (on the x-axes). The sam-
ple in sub-figures (a)-(c) is limited to cousin pairs with younger cousins born in 1985-1997
only, and the sample in sub-figure (d) is limited to cousin pairs with younger cousins born
in 1985-1992 (see notes under Figure 2 for further description of the main cousins sample).
High school GPA is measured in 2016. Graduating high school on time is an indicator set
to 1 if an individual graduates from high school no later than the year in which he/she
turns 19. College enrollment is an indicator set to 1 if an individual is ever enrolled in
college by age 21. Earnings are the work income averaged between age 27 and age 30.
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Table 1: Effect of Older Cousin Being Born Before Cutoff on Own ADHD Diagnosis and Drug
Treatment

(1) (2)
ADHD Diag ADHD Drug

Panel A: No Covariates

OC born before the cutoff 0.0069∗∗∗ 0.0070∗∗∗
[Own Relative Age Effect] (0.0020) (0.0019)
Mean(Y) 0.037 0.041
N 221,542 221,542
Panel B: Full Covariates

OC born before the cutoff 0.0063∗∗∗ 0.0063∗∗∗
[Own Relative Age Effect] (0.0019) (0.0018)
Mean(Y) 0.037 0.041
N 221,542 221,542

Notes: Each column reports results from a separate regression estimating model (1). The sample of analysis
is the universe of older cousins born between July 1985 and June 1996, among cousin pairs born in Sweden.
The dependent variable in column (1) is an indicator equal to one if the older cousin ever has an outpatient
claim with an ADHD diagnosis. The dependent variable in column (2) is an indicator equal to one if the older
cousin has at least one ADHD drug claim in the prescription drug data. All regressions have a bandwidth of
75 days and control for a linear spline function for the older cousin’s day of birth centered around January
1st (i.e., the running variable in the RD specification). In Panel B, the regressions also include controls for an
indicator for whether the older cousin is male, total number of cousins in the family, indicators for whether
each parent is foreign-born, indicators for each parent’s education categories in the year of the child’s birth
(high school only, some college, college degree or more), the log household income averaged over the year of
the child’s birth and the following two years, and fixed effects for the fiscal years of birth of the older cousins.
Robust standard errors are clustered on the older cousin’s day of birth.
Significance levels: * p < 0.1 ** p < 0.05 *** p < 0.01
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Table 2: Effect of Older Cousin Being Born Before Cutoff on Younger Cousin’s ADHD Diag-
nosis and Drug Treatment

(1) (2)
ADHD Diag ADHD Drug

Panel A: No Covariates

OC born before the cutoff 0.0043∗∗∗ 0.0031∗∗
[Spillover Effect] (0.0013) (0.0014)
YC born before the cutoff 0.0139∗∗∗ 0.0154∗∗∗
[Own Relative Age Effect] (0.0013) (0.0014)
Mean(Y) 0.043 0.048
N 432,693 432,693
Panel B: Full Covariates

OC born before the cutoff 0.0040∗∗∗ 0.0029∗∗
[Spillover Effect] (0.0012) (0.0013)
YC born before the cutoff 0.0117∗∗∗ 0.0127∗∗∗
[Own Relative Age Effect] (0.0013) (0.0014)
Mean(Y) 0.043 0.048
N 432,693 432,693

Notes: Each column reports results from a separate regression estimating model (2). The sample of analysis
is the universe of cousins pairs born in Sweden, where the older cousin is born between July 1985 and June
1996. The dependent variable in column (1) is an indicator equal to one if the younger cousin ever has an
outpatient claim with an ADHD diagnosis. The dependent variable in column (2) is an indicator equal to one
if the younger cousin has at least one ADHD drug claim in the prescription drug data. All regressions control
for linear spline functions of the older and younger cousin’s day of birth centered around January 1st (i.e., the
running variables in the RD specifications). In Panel B, the regressions also include controls for birth spacing
(in months), indicators for whether the older and younger cousin is male, total number of cousins in the family,
indicators for whether each parent of the older and younger cousin is foreign-born, indicators for each parent’s
education categories in the year of the child’s birth (high school only, some college, college degree or more),
the log household income of the older and younger cousin averaged over the year of the child’s birth and the
following two years, and fixed effects for the fiscal years of birth of the older and younger cousins. Robust
standard errors are clustered on the older cousin’s day of birth.
Significance levels: * p < 0.1 ** p < 0.05 *** p < 0.01
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Table 3: Timing of ADHD Diagnoses, Older and Younger Cousins

(1) (2) (3)
Both Diag YC Second OC Second

Panel A: No Covariates

OC born before the cutoff 0.0007∗∗ 0.0005∗∗ 0.0002
[Spillover Effect] (0.0003) (0.0002) (0.0002)
YC born before the cutoff 0.0008∗∗ 0.0003 0.0006∗∗
[Own Relative Age Effect] (0.0004) (0.0002) (0.0002)
Mean(Y) 0.003 0.001 0.001
N 432,693 432,693 432,693
Panel B: Full Covariates

OC born before the cutoff 0.0006∗ 0.0004∗ 0.0002
[Spillover Effect] (0.0003) (0.0002) (0.0002)
YC born before the cutoff 0.0006∗ 0.0001 0.0005∗∗
[Own Relative Age Effect] (0.0004) (0.0002) (0.0003)
Mean(Y) 0.003 0.001 0.001
N 432,693 432,693 432,693

Notes: Each column reports results from a separate regression. The sample and regression specifications are
the same as in Table 2. The outcomes are: (1) an indicator equal to 1 if both cousins are diagnosed with
ADHD and zero otherwise, (2) an indicator equal to 1 if both cousins are diagnosed and the younger cousin is
diagnosed after the older cousin, and (3) an indicator equal to 1 if both cousins are diagnosed and the older
cousin is diagnosed after the younger cousin. All regressions control for linear spline functions of the older and
younger cousin’s day of birth centered around January 1st (i.e., the running variables in the RD specifications).
In Panel B, the regressions also include controls for birth spacing (in months), indicators for whether the older
and younger cousin is male, total number of cousins in the family, indicators for whether each parent of the
older and younger cousin is foreign-born, indicators for each parent’s education categories in the year of the
child’s birth (high school only, some college, college degree or more), the log household income of the older
and younger cousin averaged over the year of the child’s birth and the following two years, and fixed effects
for the fiscal years of birth of the older and younger cousins. Robust standard errors are clustered on the older
cousin’s day of birth.
Significance levels: * p < 0.1 ** p < 0.05 *** p < 0.01
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Table 4: Effect of Older Cousin Being Born Before Cutoff on Younger Cousin’s Long-Run
Educational and Labor Market Outcomes

(1) (2) (3) (4)
HS GPA HS Grad by 19 Enroll by 21 Earning 27-30

Panel A: No Covariates

OC born before the cutoff -0.0763∗ -0.0065∗∗ -0.0062∗ -21.5148
[Spillover Effect] (0.0395) (0.0028) (0.0035) (15.8552)
YC born before the cutoff -0.4641∗∗∗ -0.0723∗∗∗ -0.0269∗∗∗ -132.1388∗∗∗
[Own Relative Age Effect] (0.0393) (0.0029) (0.0030) (13.4326)
Mean(Y) 12.908 0.763 0.302 2476.763
N 346,634 402,055 401,066 217,469
Panel B: Full Covariates

OC born before the cutoff -0.0557 -0.0049∗ -0.0035 -19.5195
[Spillover Effect] (0.0339) (0.0028) (0.0029) (15.7612)
YC born before the cutoff -0.5073∗∗∗ -0.0693∗∗∗ -0.0237∗∗∗ -124.1077∗∗∗
[Own Relative Age Effect] (0.0356) (0.0029) (0.0028) (12.8154)
Mean(Y) 12.908 0.763 0.302 2476.763
N 346,634 402,055 401,066 217,469

Notes: Each column reports results from a separate regression estimating model (2). The sample of analysis
is the universe of cousins pairs born in Sweden, where the older cousin is born between July 1985 and June
1996. The sample in columns (1)-(3) is limited to cousin pairs with younger cousins born in 1985-1997, and
the sample in column (4) is limited to cousin pairs with younger cousins born in 1985-1992. High school GPA
is measured in 2016. Graduating high school on time is an indicator set to 1 if an individual graduates from
high school no later than the year in which he/she turns 19. College enrollment is an indicator set to 1 if an
individual is ever enrolled in college by age 21. Earnings are the work income averaged between age 27 and age
30. See notes under Table 2 for more details about the sample, specifications, and control variables. Robust
standard errors are clustered on the older cousin’s day of birth.
Significance levels: * p < 0.1 ** p < 0.05 *** p < 0.01
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ONLINE APPENDIX

A Symptoms and Diagnosis of ADHD

Health care providers use the guidelines in the American Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic

and Statistical Manual, Fifth edition (DSM-5) to diagnose ADHD.37 Individuals with ADHD

show a persistent pattern of inattention and/or hyperactivity-impulsivity that interferes with

functioning or development. The following are listed as symptoms of ADHD:

Inattention Symptoms:

1. Often fails to give close attention to details or makes careless mistakes in schoolwork, at

work, or with other activities.

2. Often has trouble holding attention on tasks or play activities.

3. Often does not seem to listen when spoken to directly.

4. Often does not follow through on instructions and fails to finish schoolwork, chores, or

duties in the workplace (e.g., loses focus, side-tracked).

5. Often has trouble organizing tasks and activities.

6. Often avoids, dislikes, or is reluctant to do tasks that require mental effort over a long

period of time (such as schoolwork or homework).

7. Often loses things necessary for tasks and activities (e.g. school materials, pencils, books,

tools, wallets, keys, paperwork, eyeglasses, mobile telephones).

8. Is often easily distracted.

9. Is often forgetful in daily activities.

Hyperactivity and Impulsivity Symptoms:

1. Often fidgets with or taps hands or feet, or squirms in seat.

2. Often leaves seat in situations when remaining seated is expected.
37https://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/adhd/diagnosis.html
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3. Often runs about or climbs in situations where it is not appropriate (adolescents or

adults may be limited to feeling restless).

4. Often unable to play or take part in leisure activities quietly.

5. Is often “on the go” acting as if “driven by a motor”.

6. Often talks excessively.

7. Often blurts out an answer before a question has been completed.

8. Often has trouble waiting their turn.

9. Often interrupts or intrudes on others (e.g., butts into conversations or games).

An ADHD diagnosis is indicated when the following conditions must be met:

• Six or more symptoms of inattention for children up to age 16 years, or five or more

symptoms for individuals age 17 years and older.

• Symptoms have been present for at least 6 months to an extent that is disruptive or

inappropriate for the person’s developmental level.

• Several inattentive or hyperactive-impulsive symptoms were present before age 12 years.

• Several symptoms are present in two or more settings (such as at home, school or work;

with friends or relatives; in other activities).

• There is clear evidence that the symptoms interfere with, or reduce the quality of, social,

school, or work functioning.

• The symptoms are not better explained by another mental disorder (such as a mood dis-

order, anxiety disorder, dissociative disorder, or a personality disorder). The symptoms

do not happen only during the course of schizophrenia or another psychotic disorder.
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B Additional Results

Figure B1: Distribution of Births at the Daily Level, Older Cousins
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Note: See notes under Figure 2 for more information about the sample. The figure shows a
histogram of the distribution of older cousins’ births at the daily level, with a bandwidth
of 180 days around the cutoff (January 1).
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Figure B2: Average Gestation Length by Older Cousin’s Week of Birth

(a) Gestation Length, Older Cousins
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(b) Gestation Length, Younger Cousins
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Note: See notes under Figure 2 for more information about the sample. Sub-figure (a) plots
the older cousins’ average length of gestation in days by their own week of birth. Sub-
figure (b) plots the younger cousins’ average length of gestation in days by older cousin’s
week of birth.

Figure B3: Age Difference Between Cousins by Week of Birth of Older Cousin
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Note: See notes under Figure 2 for more information about the sample. The figure plots the
average age difference between cousins (in months) by the birth week of the older cousin.
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Figure B4: Cousin Gender Composition by Week of Birth of Older Cousin

(a) Share Boys, Older Cousins
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(b) Share Boys, Younger Cousins
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Note: See notes under Figure 2 for more information about the sample. These figures plot
the share of boys among older and younger cousins by the birth week of the older cousin.
Sub-figure (a) plots the share of boys among older cousins in our main sample of cousin
pairs. Sub-figure (b) plots the share of boys among younger cousins in our main sample
of cousin pairs.
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Figure B5: Older and Younger Cousins’ Parental Education Level by Own Week of Birth

(a) Fathers, Older Cousins
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(b) Mothers, Older Cousins
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(c) Fathers, Younger Cousins
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(d) Mothers, Younger Cousins
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Note: See notes under Figure 2 for more information about the sample. Sub-figure (a) plots
the share of older cousins’ fathers with some college education (in blue) and the share
of older cousins’ fathers with college or higher level of education (in red), by the older
cousin’s week of birth. Sub-figure (b) plots the share of older cousins’ mothers with some
college education (in blue) and the share of older cousins’ mothers with college or higher
level of education (in red), by the older cousin’s week of birth. Sub-figure (c) plots the
share of younger cousins’ fathers with some college education (in blue) and the share of
younger cousins’ fathers with college or higher level of education (in red), by the older
cousin’s week of birth. Sub-figure (d) plots the share of younger cousins’ mothers with
some college education (in blue) and the share of younger cousins’ mothers with college
or higher level of education (in red), by the older cousin’s week of birth.
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Figure B6: Predicted ADHD Outcomes by Week of Birth of Older Cousin

(a) Pred. Diagnoses, Older Cousins
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(b) Pred. Drug Treatment, Older Cousins
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(c) Pred. Diagnoses, Younger Cousins
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(d) Pred. Drug Treatment, Younger Cousins
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Note: See notes under Figure 2 for more information about the sample. These graphs plot predicted ADHD-related out-
comes for the older cousins and younger cousins, respectively, by the birth week of the older cousin. The predicted outcomes
of older and younger cousins are constructed by regressing each ADHD outcome on birth spacing between the cousin pair
(in months), indicators for whether the older and younger cousin is male, number of cousins in the family, indicator for
whether each parent of the cousin pair is foreign-born, indicator for each parent’s education categories in the year of the
child’s birth (high school only, some college, college degree or more), and the log household income averaged over the year
of the child’s birth and the following two years.
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Figure B7: Effect of Older Cousin Being Born Before Cutoff on Own and Younger Cousin’s
ADHD Diagnoses and Drug Treatment, with Varying Bandwidth

(a) Diagnoses, Older Cousins (b) Drug Treatment, Older Cousins

(c) Diagnoses, Younger Cousins (d) Drug Treatment, Younger Cousins

Note: These figures plot regression coefficients and 95% confidence intervals when we include
the same full set of control variables but vary the bandwidth from 50 days to 100 days.
See notes under Table 2 for more details about the sample, specifications, control vari-
ables, and outcomes. The outcome variable in sub-figure (a) is whether the older cousin
has an ADHD diagnosis in the outpatient data, and the outcome variable in sub-figure
(b) is whether the older cousin has at least one ADHD drug claim in the prescription drug
data. The outcome variable in sub-figure (c) is whether the younger cousin has an ADHD
diagnosis in the outpatient data, and the outcome variable in sub-figure (d) is whether
the younger cousin has at least one ADHD drug claim in the prescription drug data.
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Figure B8: Stylized Framework for Interpreting ADHD Gap; Three Possible Interpretations

(a) Over-Diagnosis in December, Under-Diagnosis in Jan-
uary

(b) More Over-Diagnosis in December than January (c) Less Under-Diagnosis in December than January

Note: These figures depict a stylized visual framework for interpreting the ADHD gap at the
school-entry cutoff. The bell curves represent the distributions of underlying ADHD risk
in the populations of children born in December and January, respectively. The yellow ar-
eas under each of the curves signify the children who receive a positive ADHD diagnosis.
The vertical dashed line in each sub-figure represents different assumptions about the un-
derlying “natural rate” of ADHD in the population, which is assumed to be independent
of the child’s day of birth.
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Table B1: Sample Means of Key Variables

Panel A: Older Cousins Full Sample Before Cutoff After Cutoff
Share w/ ADHD diagnosis 0.036 0.038 0.034
Share w/ ADHD drug use 0.040 0.042 0.039
Father is foreign-born 0.061 0.064 0.059
Mother is foreign-born 0.053 0.056 0.051
Log household income 7.822 7.819 7.825
Father has college degree+ 0.124 0.123 0.125
Mother has college degree+ 0.105 0.104 0.106
Number of cousins 1.984 1.991 1.978
Observations 575,218 267,794 307,424
Panel B: Younger Cousins Full Sample Before Cutoff After Cutoff
Share w/ ADHD diagnosis 0.043 0.043 0.042
Share w/ ADHD drug use 0.048 0.049 0.048
Father is foreign-born 0.059 0.061 0.058
Mother is foreign-born 0.053 0.055 0.052
Log household income 7.797 7.788 7.805
Father has college degree+ 0.121 0.119 0.122
Mother has college degree+ 0.110 0.107 0.112
Birth spacing (in months) 28.965 29.052 28.888
Observations 1,122,756 524,409 598,347

Notes: This table reports sample means of some of the variables in our analysis. The first column uses our
full analysis sample of of cousin pairs born in Sweden, where the older cousin is born between July 1985 and
June 1996. The second and third columns split the sample into families with older cousins born before and
after the cutoff (January 1st), respectively.
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Table B2: Results for Placebo Outcomes

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Gestation length Share boys Fathers’ educ Mothers’ educ Birth spacing

Panel A: Older Cousins

OC born before the cutoff -0.0777 0.0082∗ -0.0008 -0.0019
(0.1310) (0.0042) (0.0025) (0.0022)

Mean(Y) 278.043 0.514 0.123 0.104
N 221,542 221,542 221,542 221,542
Panel B: Younger Cousins

OC born before the cutoff -0.1343 -0.0009 0.0008 -0.0002 0.1351
(0.0992) (0.0030) (0.0024) (0.0023) (0.0848)

Mean(Y) 278.439 0.513 0.120 0.108 28.788
N 432,693 432,693 432,693 432,693 432,693

Notes: Each column reports results from a separate regression. The sample of analysis is the universe of
cousins pairs born in Sweden, where the older cousin is born between July 1985 and June 1996. In Panels (A)
and (B), we report the placebo outcomes of the older and younger cousins, respectively. We use a bandwidth
of 75 days and include the same full set of control variables as in our main specifications as in Tables 1 and
2, except we omit indicators for the older and younger cousin’s gender in column (2) of Panels A and B. We
omit the father’s education categories in column (3) and the mother’s education categories in column (4). We
also omit the birth spacing between cousin pairs in column (5). Robust standard errors are clustered on the
older cousin’s day of birth.
Significance levels: * p < 0.1 ** p < 0.05 *** p < 0.01
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Table B3: Effect of Older Cousin Being Born Before Cutoff on Own and Younger Cousin’s ADHD Outcomes, Different Polynomials
of the Running Variable

ADHD Diag ADHD Drug
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Linear Quadratic Cubic Linear Quadratic Cubic
Panel A: Older Cousins

OC born before the cutoff 0.0087∗∗∗ 0.0069∗∗∗ 0.0060∗∗ 0.0085∗∗∗ 0.0066∗∗∗ 0.0060∗∗
[Own Relative Age Effect] (0.0012) (0.0018) (0.0025) (0.0011) (0.0017) (0.0024)
Mean(Y) 0.036 0.036 0.036 0.040 0.040 0.040
N 575,218 575,218 575,218 575,218 575,218 575,218
Panel B: Younger Cousins

OC born before the cutoff 0.0041∗∗∗ 0.0039∗∗∗ 0.0033∗∗ 0.0038∗∗∗ 0.0028∗∗ 0.0016
[Spillover Effect] (0.0008) (0.0011) (0.0015) (0.0009) (0.0013) (0.0016)
YC born before the cutoff 0.0125∗∗∗ 0.0119∗∗∗ 0.0125∗∗∗ 0.0133∗∗∗ 0.0117∗∗∗ 0.0122∗∗∗
[Own Relative Age Effect] (0.0009) (0.0013) (0.0018) (0.0009) (0.0014) (0.0018)
Mean(Y) 0.043 0.043 0.043 0.048 0.048 0.048
N 1,122,756 1,122,756 1,122,756 1,122,756 1,122,756 1,122,756

Notes: Each column reports results from a separate regression. We use a global bandwidth and include the
same set of control variables as in Panel B of Tables 1 and 2. See notes under Tables 1 and 2 for more details
about the sample, specifications, control variables, and outcomes. In columns (2) and (4), we include quadratic
polynomials of the running variables, and in columns (3) and (6), we include cubic polynomials of the running
variables. Robust standard errors are clustered on the older cousin’s day of birth.
Significance levels: * p < 0.1 ** p < 0.05 *** p < 0.01
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Table B4: Effect of Older Cousin Being Born Before Cutoff on Own and Younger Cousin’s
ADHD Outcomes, “Doughnut-RD”

(1) (2)
ADHD Diag ADHD Drug

Panel A: Older Cousins

OC born before the cutoff 0.0061∗∗ 0.0073∗∗∗
[Own Relative Age Effect] (0.0029) (0.0026)
Mean(Y) 0.037 0.041
N 183,016 183,016
Panel B: Younger Cousins

OC born before the cutoff 0.0061∗∗∗ 0.0055∗∗
[Spillover Effect] (0.0020) (0.0023)
YC born before the cutoff 0.0121∗∗∗ 0.0131∗∗∗
[Own Relative Age Effect] (0.0015) (0.0016)
Mean(Y) 0.043 0.048
N 356,729 356,729

Notes: Each column reports results from a separate regression. We use a bandwidth of 75 days and include
the same set of control variables as in Panel B of Tables 1 and 2. See notes under Tables 1 and 2 for more
details about the sample, specifications, control variables, and outcomes. We additionally exclude all cousins
pairs with older cousins born in the two-week bandwidth around the cutoff (January 1st). Robust standard
errors are clustered on the older cousin’s day of birth.
Significance levels: * p < 0.1 ** p < 0.05 *** p < 0.01
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Table B5: Effect of Older Cousin Being Born Before Cutoff on Younger Cousin’s ADHD Outcomes, Non-Parametric RD Models

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
MSE MSE-2 MSE-Sum Min-MSE Med-MSE CER CER-2 CER-Sum Min-CER Med-CER

Panel A: ADHD Diagnoses

OC born before the cutoff 0.0029 0.0029 0.0038∗ 0.0038∗ 0.0029 0.0082∗∗∗ 0.0075∗∗∗ 0.0091∗∗∗ 0.0091∗∗∗ 0.0089∗∗∗
[Spillover Effect] (0.0018) (0.0018) (0.0020) (0.0020) (0.0019) (0.0026) (0.0026) (0.0028) (0.0028) (0.0027)
Mean(Y) 0.042 0.043 0.042 0.042 0.043 0.042 0.043 0.043 0.043 0.042
N 261,871 276,680 215,045 215,045 235,309 128,986 135,267 106,656 106,656 117,048
Left BW 46.24 33.43 39.00 39.00 39.00 23.04 16.66 19.43 19.43 19.43
Right BW 46.24 68.69 39.00 39.00 46.24 23.04 34.23 19.43 19.43 23.04
Panel B: ADHD Drug Treatment

OC born before the cutoff 0.0010 0.0018 0.0018 0.0018 0.0012 0.0063∗∗ 0.0058∗∗ 0.0070∗∗ 0.0070∗∗ 0.0068∗∗
[Spillover Effect] (0.0019) (0.0019) (0.0021) (0.0021) (0.0020) (0.0028) (0.0027) (0.0029) (0.0029) (0.0029)
Mean(Y) 0.048 0.049 0.048 0.048 0.048 0.048 0.049 0.048 0.048 0.048
N 244,413 279,432 215,045 215,045 227,790 118,043 135,267 106,656 106,656 111,938
Left BW 43.98 33.73 38.92 38.92 38.92 21.92 16.81 19.40 19.40 19.40
Right BW 43.98 69.19 38.92 38.92 43.98 21.92 34.48 19.40 19.40 21.92

Notes: Each column reports results from a separate regression. The sample and outcomes are the same as in Table 2. Each column
shows results from an RD model with local linear polynomials, triangular kernels, and robust bias-corrected inference procedures,
using different optimal bandwidth algorithms to select the bandwidths of the number of days used on each side of the cutoff in the
older cousin’s date of birth relative to the school entry cutoff. Panel A shows results using the younger cousin’s ADHD diagnosis as
the outcome, while Panel B shows results using the younger cousin’s ADHD drug treatment as the outcome. The optimal bandwidth
algorithms are: (1) one common mean squared error (MSE)-optimal bandwidth selector for both sides of the cutoff; (2) two different
MSE-optimal bandwidth selectors (below and above the cutoff); (3) one common MSE-optimal bandwidth selector for the sum of
regression estimates (as opposed to difference thereof); (4) minimum of (1) and (3); (5) median of (1), (2), and (3) for each side of the
cutoff separately; (6) one common coverage error rate (CER)-optimal bandwidth selector; (7) two different CER-optimal bandwidth
selectors (below and above the cutoff); (8) one common CER-optimal bandwidth selector for the sum of regression estimates (as
opposed to difference thereof); (9) minimum of (6) and (8); (10) median of (6), (7), and (8) for each side of the cutoff separately.
We use the Stata “rdrobust” command for these analyses (Calonico et al., 2017). We report the number of days used in the left and
right-hand bandwidths in each model at the bottom of the table. All regressions control for the same set of controls as in Table 2, as
well as a linear spline function of the younger cousin’s own date of birth relative to the cutoff. Robust standard errors are reported
in parentheses.
Significance levels: * p < 0.1 ** p < 0.05 *** p < 0.01
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